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Thomas Jefferson High School
Academic Boosters, Inc.
TJ Academic Boosters actively supports our outstanding academic teams in their various
pursuits. TJ academic teams compete in local, state, national, and even international
events. As financial resources are not available from Fairfax County Public
Schools, Academic Boosters supports these teams. It fundraises by asking families to join
the organization by contributing tax-deductible donations at various levels. Academic
Boosters funds teacher travel expenses and student registration fees to the extent
possible. Even with this support, academic team members pay for their own travel, room,
meals, and other related expenses.
TJ Academic Boosters supported the following academic teams in the 2021 - 2022 school
year: Botball, Certamen, Chess Team, Forensics and Speech Debate, Congressional
Debate, Lincoln-Douglas Debate, Policy Debate, Public Forum Debate, HOSA, Quiz
Bowl, Rubik’s Cube Club, Science Olympiad, Varsity Math Team and US Academic
Decathlon. Information about most of the teams is provided on the Academic Boosters
website: http://aboosters.sites.tjhsst.edu.
For information on TJ’s 8th period academic teams, please visit this presentation.
Academic Boosters gathers information about team accomplishments for the PTSA
newsletter, recognizes family memberships, promotes academic teams at orientations and
open houses, and organizes a year-end celebration of our teams’ accomplishments.
Our TJ academic teams’ achievements have always been a source of pride for the
entire TJHSST community and are a cornerstone of our national reputation for academic
excellence. This year in particular, we had reason to be proud. The pandemic forced our
academic teams to adapt. Instead of meeting together during the 8th period, they were
forced to shift to a virtual environment for practices and planning. Despite the obstacles,
the teams continued to excel in multiple competitions.
Everyone is welcome (and encouraged!) to join TJ Academic Boosters by making a
donation, either by check or online through Square/Paypal. Funding comes
primarily from family memberships; it is supplemented with merchandise sales. One
hundred percent of the money raised is used to support TJ’s academic teams. All

donations are gratefully accepted, but recommended donation levels start at $50 per year.
THANK YOU to all of our wonderful Teacher Sponsors; without whom, we would not
have our academic teams. THANK YOU as well to all who have supported TJ Academic
Boosters this school year!
REMEMBER, it’s never too early or late to join TJ Academic Boosters! Memberships
purchased now are good for the 2022-2023 school year.
VISIT: http://aboosters.sites.tjhsst.edu
LIKE or FOLLOW: https://www.facebook.com/TJAcademicBoosters

Botball
Botball Team Officers (2021-22)
Taj Abdin, Co-president
Aaryan Dave, Co-president
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/botball/
Email: mlbillington@fcps.edu (Marion Billington)
Team Purpose and Description
Each team built two autonomous robots equipped with a CPU and motors, cameras, and
sensors. The game board is different each year. This year the robots scored points by
collecting, placing, and stacking foam cubes, wooden dowels, and PVC pieces. Winning
robots were able to ascend a ramp, extend robotic arms, and maneuver consistently and
precisely.
Regional Level Achievements
The TJ Botball Team A members are:
Taj Abdin, Aaryan Dave, Sam Estaban, Avighna Sen, Raakin Kabir, Abrar Murtaza,
Zaeem Qureshi, Henry Toth, Andrew Ryu, Rachel Huang, Anish Paspuleti, Aryaman
Khanna, Aaron Liu, Cindy Yang, Quirui Zhou, Rohith Yelisetty, Evan Huang, Siddhant
Sood, Riti Liu, and Amith Polineni
The TJ Botball Team B members are:
Michelle Boisvert, Michelle Ru, Miina Anvelt, Danniel Cao, Evan Zhang, Margaret
(Maggie) Gao, Oviya Jeyaprakash, Raghav Tirumale, Dante Valencia, Bradley Cao,
Ethan Zhang, Khadija Azha, Marta Anvelt, Jeremy West, Jasmine Ma, Arjun Gupta,
Manav Gagvani, Alexander O' Quinn, Vrishak Vemuri, Katherine Lin.
Team A placed 7th and Team B placed 19th in the double-elimination tournament at the
last DC/Virginia Competition. Team B won a Judge's Choice Award.

Special thanks to our sponsor Mr. Marion Billington!

-

Certamen (Latin)
Certamen Officers (2021-22)
Ryan Dwyer, REX
Anand Advani, REX
Gabriel Ascoli, REX
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/latin/
Email: tjcertamen@gmail.com; pattylister1@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
TJ Certamen is an academic team that focuses on the studies of Roman mythology,
culture, literature, history, and the Latin Language. We have three levels, novice,
intermediate, and advanced for students of different Latin levels. Our students are very
competitive and aim to build each other up to increase their buzzing speed as well as their
knowledge of the Classics.
National Level Achievements
Due to the pandemic, certamen players were actually able to attend more National Level
events than ever before, and more students were able to participate. We were able to
attend the following elite level competitions with the following teams and results:
Princeton
INTERMEDIATE - 1 team - 5th place
ADVANCED - 2 teams - top team got 4th place
Keartamen II
ADVANCED - 2 teams -(top team got 4th place)
Duke
INTERMEDIATE - 2 teams - 2nd, 3rd place
ADVANCED - 2 teams, 3rd place
Harvard Certamen
ADVANCED - 2 teams - 5th, 11th places
State Level Achievements
UVA Certamen -

ADVANCED - 2 teams (2nd, 4th place)
INTERMEDIATE - 2 teams (1st, 4th place)
Virginia State Team
A number of TJ students were selected to represent Virginia in the national tournament:
INTERMEDIATE
- Rex Allard (10th), Vivian Xue (9th) - Lost at semifinals
ADVANCED
- Ryan Dwyer, Anand Advani, Nidhish Lella - lost at semifinals
Zach Shah, Alez Zhou, David Zhou - alternates
Alumni Joseph Amsburry and Thomas Donahue were coaches for the Virginia team.
Regional Level Achievements
We sent teams of every level to each regional certamen event and placed in the top 5 for
all of them, including Kickoff Certamen, Flint Hill Certamen, and Basis DC Certamen.
Hosted the Annual TJ Certamen - March 2022

Finally, the team would like to thank our amazing sponsors, Ms. Conklin and Ms.
Lister. Without their undying support, encouragement, and diligence, TJ Latin could not
have achieved all of its success this year! Furthermore, we would like to thank all of TJ
Latin’s parents, for making everything we have accomplished this year possible! Last but
certainly not least, thank you to Academic Boosters for your support!

Chess Team
Chess Team Officers (2021-22)
Mantra Iyer, Co-Captain
Kisna Matta, Co-Captain
Team Purpose and Description
The chess team's mission is to have fun playing quality chess.
Team Chess.com Group: https://www.chess.com/club/tj-chess-club
Email: tjchessclub@gmail.com
National Level Achievements
At the end of spring break (Apr. 8-10), the TJ Chess Team took part in the US Chess
National High School Championships in Memphis, TN. Six students took part, and the
team, captained by Kisna Matta, acquitted themselves well. On Thursday, the day before
the main tournament started, there was an evening Blitz tournament, and four of our
students made it down, some just in the nick of time, owing to the weather delays of
certain flights. Blitz at Nationals is made up of 6 rounds, where a round consists of two
games against a designated opponent, one as white and one as black, where each student
has 5 minutes, per side in a game, in which to make all of their moves. Kisna Matta,
Abinav Mundayat, David Li, and David Cao scored 8.5, 7, 7, and 6 points,
respectively, to put TJ in 4th place.
By the next day, all of the TJ Team was assembled with the arrival of Arnav Gupta and
Tommy Williams. It was a grueling 3-day event with two, three, and two games to be
played on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, respectively, where each player is allotted 120
minutes to make all their moves in a game, leading to some games that are nearly 4 hours
long! Kisna, Arnav, Abinav, David, Tommy, and David scored 5, 4, 4, 3.5, 3.5, and 3.5
points respectively so that all of our students were on the final roster of the top four
scorers that constitute a team. Our team score of 16.5 put us into 8th place (after tie
breaks), tied with 7th place Interlake HS of Belleview, WA (where Dr. Gabor first taught).
First place went to New York’s Dalton HS at 21 points. There were two schools at 20
points, and three at 17.5. The Chess Team would like to thank the Academic Boosters for
its financial support, all the parents who came, and especially Tina Williams, who helped
coordinate amongst all the parents.
State Level Achievements

The 2021-22 TJ Chess Team competed during the last weekend of March in the 2022
Virginia Scholastic Chess Championships (States). During the pandemic last in 2021,
States was divided into four phases: three virtual Grade State Qualifying Tournaments
(GSQTs) and one in-person State Scholastic Invitational Tournament (SSIT). Only the
GSQTs counted toward team placements. This year States returned to the prior way of
doing things, taking place over a single in-person weekend at the Fredericksburg Expo
Center, sans any qualifying event.
The weekend kicked off on Friday, March 25th with the Annual Virginia Scholastic State
Championship Blitz tournament, which was a 4 round, double opponent affair, meaning
that each player played his/her opponent twice per round – once as white and once as
black. In total 5 players from TJ participated: Arnav Gupta, David Li, and Aarush
Vinod were in a 10-way tie for 3rd place with 6 out of 8 points. Garrett Heller scored
5.5 and Vishal Nandakumar got 5. Chantilly HS took the top two places.
Junior Mantra Iyer captained the 16-strong TJ team at the 5-round Virginia Scholastic
State Championship on March 26 and 27. Twelve additional TJ players participated in the
Championship section of the main event. Aarush Vinod, Abinav Mundayat, Arnav
Gupta, David Cao, David Li, James Wright, Jason Gross, Kisna Matta, Tommy
Williams, and Mantra placed in the top 30. Avnith Vijayram, Karthik Bhargav, and
Tapan Sapre also participated. Abinav finished first with a total score of 4.5 out of 5
points. Arnav and Aarush finished 4th and 7th, respectively, with scores of 4. David Cao
and David Li finished 10th & 11th, respectively, each with a score of 3.5. As a team, TJ
placed first and continued our 20+ year winning streak.
Jason Gross, Vishal Nandakumar, and Aakash Vatti took part in the Under 1400
section. Jason was in a 5-way tie for 2nd place with 4 out of 5 points, and Vishal was 2nd
among the unrated players with 3 points. TJ came in 2nd behind Maggie Walker.
Outside the venue on the last day of the States:

The TJ Chess Team would like to thank the Academic Boosters for its generous financial
support and especially Ms. Christine Conklin, the faculty liaison to the Academic
Boosters, who has been supportive and helpful over these many years. The team would
also like to thank its faculty sponsors, Dr. Peter Gabor and Mr. Abdel Hady Ebrahim,
all the parents who came to States and Nationals, and especially Ms. Tina Williams, who
took over as chess mom.

Congressional Debate Team
Congressional Debate Team Officers (2021-22)
Co-Captains: Esha Karlekar and Jayant Siva
Chief Logistics Director: Liam Reaser
Chief Development Director: Vivikta Rao
Chief Educational Director: Hasita Nalluri
Tournament Directors: Patrick Bai and William Gutiérrez
Director of Communication: Samanvitha Dammalapati
Finance Director: Niki Khare
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/scdebate/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/tjcongress/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/tjstudentcongress/
Email: tjcongressdebate@gmail.com; mbakke@fcps.edu
Team Purpose and Description
Congressional Debate is a nationally recognized debate form that simulates the United
States Congress. Students are placed in chambers and debate the advantages and
disadvantages of bills or resolutions, emulating a U.S. Congressperson.
When does Congressional Debate meet?
The TJ Congressional Debate team meets every Friday A and B block during
8th-period. You can come to one or both blocks. During our meetings, we’ll teach you
how to prepare for tournaments, polish your argumentation and content analysis, and
practice speeches. We also have four manuals available and several resources online
and on our website to guide you.
What do we do in Congressional Debate?
Congressional Debate is unique in that you have a choice in what you debate and what
views you present. Every tournament, you’ll have a list of nine topics in domestic,
economic, and international categories that address current events. Examples include
the minimum wage, universal healthcare, foreign aid, etc. You’ll then pick two or three
topics you’re interested in and present a three-minute speech arguing your stance on the
topic. In the speech, you’ll present your own arguments on the topic and clash with
arguments from other speakers. The debate alternates between affirmation and negation
cycles. When you’re not speaking, you’ll be questioning other speakers in a room with
15-20 other competitors, a process called cross-examination. You’re judged on the

content of your speeches, the quality of your points, your speaking style, and your
cross-examination with other speakers.
What tournaments does the Congressional Debate Team attend?
We attend one local tournament a month, called a WACFL which is open to all
debaters. In WACFL tournaments, competitors have the opportunity to place top three
in their chamber, win top novice or qualify for our annual Metrofinals tournament.
Congressional debate students that place highly in the Metrofinals tournament are able
to qualify for another prestigious national tournament known as NCFL.
Our caps for local tournaments are very high, and as a result, we send many novices
and underclassmen to these tournaments. We also attend several prestigious national
tournaments each year including Yale, GMU, Glenbrooks, Harvard, Blue Key,
Princeton, Emory, NCFL, NSDA, and the Tournament of Champions. We also award
varsity letters at the end of the year and encourage you to join the National Speech and
Debate Association Honor Society.
What achievements does the Congressional Debate Team at TJ have?
We represent the largest and most successful debate team at TJ and Virginia. At the end
of every debate season is the annual Congressional Debate Tournament of Champions
(TOC). To even qualify for this prestigious national tournament, a competitor must
obtain two TOC Bids, by placing highly in at least two national tournaments during that
same school year. We have accumulated over 125 TOC bids in the past 5 years.
Our team also boasts several finalists at Harvard Invitationals, George Mason Patriot
Games, Barkley Forum Invitationals at Emory University, Princeton Invitationals,
Glenbrooks Speech and Debate Tournament, University of Kentucky Invitationals, and
Duke Invitationals!
Congressional Debate is a nationally recognized debate form that simulates the United
States legislative process. Students are placed in chambers and debate the advantages
and disadvantages of bills or resolutions, emulating a U.S. senator.
Congressional Debate is unique in that you have a choice in what you debate and what
views you present. Every tournament, you’ll have a list of nine topics in domestic,
economic, and international categories that address current events. Examples include
NASA funding, gun control, the Syrian refugee crisis, vaccines, Israel and Palestine,
Corporate Tax Breaks, etc. You’ll then pick two or three topics you’re interested in and
present a three-minute speech arguing your stance on the topic. The debate alternates
between affirmation and negation cycles. When you’re not speaking, you’ll be
questioning other speakers in a room with 15-20 other competitors, a process called

cross-examination. You’re judged on the content of your speeches, the quality of your
points, your speaking style, and your cross-examination with other speakers.
National Level Achievements
The TJ congressional debate team started off the season with a stellar performance at
the University of Kentucky Tournament. After breaking from semifinals, Esha Karlekar
(12) placed 4th in finals and earned a bid to the Tournament of Champions (TOC),
William Gutiérrez (11) placed 8th, and Patrick Bai (11) placed 10th!
We also had a strong performance at Yale Invitationals, taking place in September. Out
of the 250 competitors, congratulations to Jay Siva (12), Samanvi Dammalapati (11)
and Vivi Rao (12) for breaking into the Semifinals round and receiving a bid to the
Tournament of Champions. Moreover, congrats to Liam Reaser (12), Patrick Bai (11),
Anisha Talreja (11) and William Gutiérrez (11) for breaking into the Quarterfinals.
In the New York City Invitational Debate and Speech Tournament, congrats to Jay Siva
(12) for placing 8th and Patrick Bai (11) for placing 13th at finals, both earning a bid to
the Tournament of Champions! Additionally, congrats to Anisha Talreja (11) for
breaking into the semifinals.
Starting in November, congratulations to Jay Siva (12) for placing 11th at finals at the
Glenbrooks Speech and Debate Tournament, after breaking from semifinals! We're also
proud of Patrick Bai (11), Liam Reaser (12), and Vivi Rao (12) for breaking into the
semifinal round. Everyone who broke received a TOC Bid.
We also had a stellar performance in the George Mason Patriot Games, with Samanvi
Dammalapati (11) placing 3rd and Niki Khare (11) placing 10th at finals, both earning
themselves an additional bid for the Tournament of Champions. Congrats to William
Gutiérrez (11), Patrick Bai (11), and Anisha Talreja (11) for breaking into semifinals.
In February, TJ Congress competed at Barkley Forum at Emory University.
Congratulations to Jay Siva (12) for placing 2nd at finals William Gutiérrez (11),
Samanvi Dammalapati (11), Anisha Talreja (11), and Niki Khare (11) all broke into
quarterfinals. Everyone who broke earned a TOC bid.
Most recently, TJ Congress competed in the Harvard Invitational! After breaking from
octafinals, quarterfinals, and semifinals, Vivi Rao (12) placed 5th at the final round!
Congratulations to Jay Siva (12) for breaking to Semifinals (top 20), Liam Reaser (12)
for breaking to Quarterfinals (top 60), and Niki Khare (11), Hasita Nalluri (12), and
Samanvi Dammalapati (11) for breaking to Octafinals (top 140). Everyone who broke
also got a bid to the Tournament of Champions.

State Level Achievements
The TJ Congressional Debate Team competed at VHSL (Virginia High School Debate
League) and we are incredibly impressed with their achievements! Congratulations to
Anisha Talreja (11) for winning 1st place in VHSL Regionals, Ray Zhang (9) for
placing 2nd, Niki Khare (11) for placing 4th, Patrick Bai (11) for placing 7th, William
Gutiérrez (11) for placing 8th, and Akansha Bagga (9) for placing 13th. TJ
Congressional Debate also won VHSL Regionals Sweepstakes!
Furthermore, congratulations to William Gutiérrez (11) for placing 3rd, Patrick Bai (11)
for placing 6th, Anisha Talreja (11) for placing 7th, and Niki Khare (11) for placing 9th
at VHSL Super Regionals!
In addition to WINNING States, Super Regionals, and Regionals sweepstakes,
congratulations to Niki Khare (11) for becoming the state CHAMPION, William
Gutiérrez (11) for placing 2nd, Patrick Bai (11) for placing 5th, and Anisha Talreja (11)
for placing 9th.
Regional Level Achievements
We would like to congratulate all those who competed in WACFL 1, our first regional
tournament of the year! All those who placed in the top 5 qualified to WACFL
Metrofinals. In Chamber 1, William Gutiérrez (11) placed 1st, and Patrick Bai (11)
placed 4th. In Chamber 2, Niki Khare (11) placed 3rd and Shachi Mahajan (11) placed
5th. In Chamber 3, Dhruv Kalsi (10) placed 3rd and Samanvitha Dammalapati (11)
placed 4th. Finally, in Chamber 4, Alexander O’Quinn (10) placed 4th.
In WACFL 2, congrats to Niki Khare (11) for placing 2nd!
In WACFL 4, congratulations to Vivikta Rao (12) for placing 2nd in Chamber 2, Saloni
Shah (11) for placing 4th in Chamber 3, Jayant Siva (12) for placing 2nd and Liam
Reaser (12) for placing 3rd in Chamber 4, and Raghav Karthikeyan (9) for winning best
novice in Chamber 5!
In the last WACFL of the year, WACFL 5, congratulations to Jacob Bowen-Glazeroff
(10) for winning 1st in Chamber 1, Ray Zhang (9) for placing 3rd in Chamber 2, and
Esha Karlekar (12) for winning 1st in Chamber 3!
We would also like to extend our congratulations to all the competitors in WACFL
Metrofinals: A special congrats to Jay and William for qualifying to NCFL Grand
Nationals! And to Ray, Shachi, and Alexander for breaking through to the final round

of the tournament.es, and varsity members have worked hard over the last 5 WACFLS
to qualify for our Metrofinals tournament.
Congratulations to our 24 competitors for qualifying for the WACFL Metrofinal
tournament: Patrick Bai, Jayant Siva, Jordan Lee, Samanvitha Dammalapati, Vivian
Gao, John Lee, Kritarsh Negi, Nishad Manohar, Liam Reaser, Niki Khare, Spencer
Zheng, Soham Gandhi, Siddartha Rangavajjula, Athan Zhang, Isha Satapathy, Saloni
Shah, Hasita Nalluri, Ananya Pamal, Aarya Kumar, Anisha Talreja, Lynn Tao, William
Gutiérrez, Bharath Dileepkumar, and Vivi Rao.
Additional Perspectives
“I am always amazed by our team, but [last] year's special moment came when the
tournament director and NSDA board member came to me at the Harvard Tournament
to personally tell me that we had advanced a student into every single quarterfinal
congress chamber, and that was a first in Harvard history! I strongly support our
motto, Excellence is the Goal, Winning the Bonus! That day we saw both!” - Marie
Bakke, TJ Congressional Debate Coach and Sponsor, 2020
“I chose to pursue congress over MUN because of the different environments they both
presented. In MUN you are urged to undermine fellow competitors to succeed, rather
than forming real solutions. Congress allowed for a more constructive and helpful
environment.” - Manu Onteeru, Former Captain 17-19, 23 accrued TOC bids
“If it weren't for congressional debate I don't know if my TJ experience would have
turned out as beautiful as it is.” - Medha Gupta, Co-Captain 19-20
“TJ Congress has become more than a team to me- it has become a tight knit family
that I will never forget. I still remember when the rest of the team took the time to throw
me a surprise birthday party at midnight to celebrate my 16th birthday at one of our
national tournaments. The experiences that we have all gone through continue to bring
us all closer. The team has grown to care for each other immensely and I cannot wait to
grow further with the team in my next two years here at TJ.” - Jayant Siva, Captain
21-22
“Sometimes TJ makes you feel like you are average. Congressional debate is a debate
where the saying “you get what you put in” genuinely applies. The elation I felt when
breaking to Harvard Semifinals- the first TJ sophomore to do so- took the “average”
rhetoric (that TJ had built for me) away. Because of congress, I feel like I am good at
something, it makes me feel confident and content with myself: that's something I would
never trade for the world.” - Vivikta Rao, Chief Director of Development 21-22
“People are wrong when they say congress is a ‘wannabe’ debate. I used to get really

offended by them saying it. But now I pity them because they never really had the
amazing community and experience that is congressional debate.” - Medha Gupta,
Co-Captain 19-20
“Congress has refutation, clash, and argumentation. You are building on others'
arguments. Instead of just yelling at people, you are working with others to build your
arguments. And unlike other debates, congress helps with the fluidity and tonality of
your speaking; other debates don't consider your delivery as a factor into whether or
not you are a good speaker- congress does.” - Nishad Manohar, Vice-Captain 20-21
“As someone who has tried multiple debates, I can guarantee you that Congressional
Debate is unique in the fact that it is the only form of debate that combines public
speaking, argumentation and rhetoric into one type of debate that people can actually
enjoy.” - Jayant Siva, Captain 21-22
“I know it's cliche to say that your club is like a family, but Congress is. Going to
meetings with your teammates, uplifting each other and helping each other. Going to
travel nationals where we all lived together for 3 day, we drove each other crazy but
also became so much closer. People on the team genuinely care for each other, and I
don't think that I could have gotten that with any other club.``- Aditya Kumar,
Co-Captain 19-20
“In my experience, speech and debate is not about winning trophies and collecting
academic accomplishments to put on your resume (although, there is plenty of that).
Congressional Debate is about training world changers. It’s about giving confidence to
people that will eventually end up politicians, activists, artists, performers, history
makers - people who believe that no matter what, they should speak up for the
voiceless, fight fiercely for equality, and be the leaders of this next generation.” - Dany
Matar, Captain 17-19.
“As soon as I walked into the room, I was greeted by an officer, who walked me through
the dos and don't Congress. The first impression of the team was, simply put, a family.”
-Samanvi Dammalapati, Communications Director 21-22
“I not only plan on, but want to continue congress because I’ve gotten invested into
congress, and not only is it pretty easy to transition into, but it’s also an activity that’s
enjoyable for me. I think other people should continue to do congress as well because
it’s an activity that you can do no matter your commitment to it, and u can keep on
doing congress even if you develop other interests” - Patrick Bai, Tournament Director
21-22

Special thanks to Academic Boosters, to the TJ Student Activities Staff, to our parents
who judge, chaperone and drive, and to our team coach/sponsor, Mrs. Marie Bakke.

Policy Debate
Sponsors:
Team Sponsors: Mr. Sherwood Williams
Policy Debate Team Officers (2021-22):
Co-captains: Michelle Du, Manda Xie
Teaching coordinators: Elizabeth Li, Katelyn Chen
Publicist: Victoria Wang
Treasurer: Elise Zhu
Facebook Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/181968585574068/
Team Purpose / Description
The TJ Policy Debate club enables students to learn and compete in policy debate, in
which two students form a team and debate another pair of students over the hypothetical
implementation of a government policy in any given round. Policy debate is the oldest
debate form, and the most commonly offered in college. Students will learn effective
argumentation and research skills and develop their critical thinking skills through club
lessons and practices as well as the many national and local tournaments we compete in.
National Level Achievements
New York Invitational Debate and Speech Tournament:
Quarterfinals - Michelle Du & Manda Xie (earned a bid to the Tournament of
Champions, the biggest high school debate competition in the nation)
48th Annual Harvard National Forensics Tournament:
Octafinals - Michelle Du & Manda Xie
Doubles - Subrat Poudel & Elizabeth Li
Pennsbury Falcon Invitational:
Quarterfinals - Michelle Du & Manda Xie
New York Fall Faceoff:

Octafinals - Michelle Du & Manda Xie
Octafinals - Elizabeth Li & Subrat Poudel
University of Georgia Speech and Debate Tournament:
Octafinals - Michelle Du & Manda Xie
JW Patterson High School Invitational:
Octafinals - Michelle Du & Manda Xie
National Catholic Forensics League (NCFL) Grand Nationals:
Doubles - Subrat Poudel & Elizabeth Li
State Level Achievements
Virginia High School League (VHSL) State Debate Championships:
2nd place - Subrat Poudel (1st place top speaker award) & Elizabeth Li (3rd place top
speaker award)
Regional Level Achievements
Washington Arlington Catholic Forensics League (WACFL) Metrofinals:
3rd place - Subrat Poudel & Elizabeth Li
WACFL 3:
1st place - Elise Zhu & Victoria Wang
2nd place - Amy Chen & Caroline Xu
3rd place - Subrat Poudel & Elizabeth Li
VHSL 4C and 6C and 6D Regional Debates:
1st place - Elizabeth Li & Subrat Poudel
VHSL 4CD and 6CD SuperRegional Debates:
1st place - Elizabeth Li & Subrat Poudel
Additional Perspectives

“This is the debate form where everyone sounds like they’re Eminem wannabes, dropping
a diss track every second of speeches, but that’s not the biggest key difference with other
clubs and debate forms. Rather this debate provides the most diverse arguments and
viewpoints. You can focus the debate on systematic issues that plague our society today:
racism, sexism, and capitalism; or you could center the topic of discussion on the pros
and cons of government policy.” - Jake Zheng, Class of 2024, varsity policy debate
member & teaching coordinator

Public Forum Debate
Sponsors:
Coach: Charles Huang
Teacher Sponsors: Qin Xu, Elizabeth Evans
Public Forum Debate Officers (2021-22):
Captains: Alyssa Gorbaneva and Brian Zhou
Teaching Coordinators: Anirudh Bansal, Tanvi
Bhave, and Alina Chen
Tournament Directors: Edward Zhang and Grace Liu
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/pfdebate/
Email: tjpfdebate@gmail.com
Facebook Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/tjpublicforum/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/tjhsstpf/
Team Purpose / Description
Public Forum is the largest event in Speech and Debate and is a type of current events
debate designed to be accessible to the average citizen. PF centers around advocating or
rejecting a position or resolution, which is usually a proposal of a potential solution to a
current events issue that rotates every one or two months. Students gain skills in
speaking, research, argumentation, logical reasoning, strategy, and cross-examinations.
TJ Public Forum Debate is one of the five Speech and Debate teams at TJ. Our purpose is
to encourage the development of skills for the leaders of the next generation by
competing in Public Forum at the local, state, and national levels.
National Level Achievements
There are three national tournaments in Public Forum Debate, and this year was the first
in our history that we qualified for all three nationals in the same year. Each national

tournament has multiple tournaments which require prior successes to even qualify for
nationals.
TOC
The Tournament of Champions (TOC) is the most prestigious national tournament in any
Speech & Debate event. Qualifying for the TOC requires at least two top performances at
national tournaments throughout the year. Each year, around 150-200 teams from
thousands will qualify for the TOC in Public Forum Debate. This year, Brian Zhou
(2024) and David Li (2024) amassed 3 bids to the Tournament of Champions at the NSU
University School Sunvitational placing top 16, the UNLV Golden Desert placing top 16,
and the Princeton Classic placing top 32. This was the first time since our club's
inception in 2007 that a team qualified for the TOC!
NCFL Grand Nationals
The National Catholic Forensic League runs a national tournament with qualifiers from
US states and Canadian provinces. To even qualify for nationals, competitors had to first
qualify to attend Metrofinals, a regional tournament in the DMV area, from five local
tournaments. At Metrofinals, competitors needed to then place in the top six of the
region. This year, we had two teams qualify: Anant Khandewal (2024) and Anish
Paspuleti (2024) as well as Brian Zhou (2024) and David Li (2024). Tanvi Bhave (2023)
and Raed Mirza (2023) were call-ups to NCFLs. The last time we qualified two teams for
NCFLs was in 2015! Out of a field size of 162 teams at NCFL, Anant Khandewal (2024)
and Anish Paspuleti (2024) broke and placed as double octofinalists (top 32).
The National Speech and Debate Association runs the largest and original national
tournament. Qualifying to NSDA requires a top placement at the NSDA Virginia District
Tournament, as well a competitive record to be eligible to compete. Out of thousands of
teams competing for qualification, only 256 teams will ultimately qualify for the National
Tournament. This year, Brian Zhou (2024) and David Li (2024) qualified for NSDA
Nationals, and Grace Liu (2024) and Sana Sawhney (2024) were immediate runners-up at
the District Tournament!
At NSDA Nationals, Brian Zhou (2024) and David Li (2024) broke, for the first time in
club history, with a final ballot of 7-3 and placing top 29 in the nation.
Regular 2021-2022 Season

On the national circuit, we also saw many great accomplishments this season.
TJPF started the season off strong in September and October at the Yale Invitational,
where Brian Zhou and David Li broke to quads.
Afterwards, at the Nano Nagle Classic Brian Zhou and David Li broke and advanced to
double octofinals (top 32), and they were seeded 12th at the tournament!
We wrapped up the September/October topic at the New York City Invitational, where
we saw underclassmen and upperclassmen success. In Junior Varsity, Ishan Amin and
Aarnav Rawat broke to sextos and were seeded 16th, while Aarnav Rawat placed 12th
individual speaker. In Varsity, Brian Zhou and David Li, Alina Chen and Grace Liu,
Tanvi Bhave and Raed Mirza all went 4-3 in prelims!
We started the November/December topic to great successes. At Glenbrooks,
congratulations to Brian Zhou and David Li for going 4-3 in Varsity prelims and Ishan
Amin for placing 8th individual speaker in Novice Public Forum.
Ending the November/December topic, we followed that success up with Brian Zhou and
David Li earning a silver bid and breaking to double octofinals (top 32) at the Princeton
Classic. They were seeded 26th overall!
Starting the new year and January topic strong at the NSU University School
Sunvitational, Brian Zhou and David Li broke to octofinals (top 16) and gold bidded to
the TOC!
A massive congratulations to Alina Chen and Grace Liu for breaking to double octofinals
(top 32) at the Cavalier Invitational at Durham Academy!
Another congratulations to Edward Zhang and Catherine Jeon for going 3 -2 in prelims
and being 18th seeded at Seattle University, wrapping up the January topic.
Ending the season strong in February at the UNLV Golden Desert, Brian Zhou and
David Li broke to octofinals (top 16) and silver bidded again to the TOC!
State Level Achievements

TJ Public Forum debate saw large successes throughout the VHSL circuit.
At VHSL Class 6C Regionals, both teams advanced to superregionals! Congratulations to
Anant Khandelwal and Daniel Li in first place and Edward Zhang and Catherine Jeon in
third place! We joined together with Congressional Debate, Policy Debate, and Lincoln
Douglass debate to win the Regional Sweepstakes for TJ.
At VHSL Class 6CD superregionals, both teams that advanced from regionals advanced
to states! Another round of congratulations to Anant Khandelwal and Daniel Li as well as
Edward Zhang and Catherine Jeon, both tied for first place! We joined together with
Congressional Debate, Policy Debate, and Lincoln Douglass debate to win the
Superregional Sweepstakes for TJ.
At VHSL Class 6 States, both of our teams debated in person at James Madison
University! Congratulations to Edward Zhang and Catherine Jeon for placing fourth and
Anant Khandelwal and Daniel Li for placing sixth! We joined together with
Congressional Debate and Policy Debate to win the state championship title for TJ!
Regional Level Achievements
All of our debaters have worked hard over the last 5 WACFLs to qualify and excel at the
Metrofinals! Congratulations to all of our Metrofinals qualifiers:
Varsity: Anant Khandelwal, Anish Paspuleti, Brian Zhou, David Li, Edward Zhang, Raed
Mirza, Catherine Jeon, Tanvi Bhave
Junior Varsity: Kavya Kuttuva, Nikhil Nair, Samvrit Rao, Tessa Joseph
At WACFL 1, we saw large successes across the board.
In Varsity:
Tanvi Bhave and Raed Mirza went 4-0 and placed second with a full qualification to
Varsity Metrofinals!
Brian Zhou and David Li went 3-1 and placed sixth with a full qualification to Varsity
Metrofinals!
In Junior Varsity:
Samvrit Rao and Kavya Kuttuva went 3-1 with a half qualification to JV Metrofinals!

In Novice:
Cierra Min and Ishara Shanmugasundaram went 3-1!
We followed this success with additional Metrofinals qualifiers at WACFL 2!
In Varsity:
Anant Khandelwal and Anish Paspuleti went 3-1 and placed fourth with a full
qualification to Varsity Metrofinals!
In Junior Varsity:
Samvrit Rao and Kavya Kuttuva went 4-0 and placed second with a full qualification to
JV Metrofinals, being promoted to Varsity!
Additional success followed at WACFL 3!
In Varsity:
Edward Zhang and Catherine Jeon went 4-0 and placed second with a full qualification to
Varsity Metrofinals!
In Junior Varsity:
Nikhil Nair and Tessa Joseph went 3-1 and placed fifth with a full qualification to JV
Metrofinals, being promoted to Varsity! They also had the highest speaks of all JV PF
teams!
In Novice:
Pratyush Saxena and Rocco Zhang went 3-1 and ranked sixth in speaks!
We saw large success at WACFL 4 as well.
In Varsity:
Alina Chen and Grace Liu went 3-1 and placed seventh with a half qualification to
Varsity Metrofinals!
Anjali Maddipatla and Sana Sawhney went 3-1 with a half qualification to Varsity
Metrofinals!
Nikhil Nair and Tessa Joseph went 3-1 with a half qualification to Varsity Metrofinals!
In Junior Varsity:
Cierra Min and Ishara Shanmugasundaram went 3-1 with a half qualification to JV
Metrofinals!
In Novice:
Nikhil Das and Jenna Tieu went 3-1!
Additional Perspectives

“It has been a pleasure to be a member of the Public Forum Debate club. Besides joining
the vibrant community that is TJ speech and debate, I've gained skills that will last me a
lifetime, from thinking quickly on my feet to responding confidently to difficult questions.
I'm incredibly thankful to everyone who has helped continue the legacy of success in
debate at TJ.” - Alyssa Gorbaneva (co-captain, 2021-22)
“If you asked me what made PF debate so special, I wouldn’t be able to tell you one
thing. PF debate has meant a lot of things to me: the friends and teammates I’ve made,
the long nights of sifting through documents and articles, and speedwalking (not
running!) in the hallways between sponsors and members. I suppose the most important
one was that through PF, I found my voice. I can’t wait to see where the club will be in
two years!” - Brian Zhou (co-captain, 2021-22)
“United by a love of persuading and speaking, the TJ Public Forum Debate Team has
expanded my way of thinking and has given me a place to be intellectually free. From
cheering on wins to strategizing for future rounds, the debate team has been an
unconditional support system. I will be forever grateful for the skills and confidence
debate has given me, and the close-knit debate community I am so lucky to be a part of.”
- Riya Dev (Research Coordinator, 2020-21)

Club yearbook photo

Eighth period preparation session!

First novice lecture of the 2021-2022 season!

WACFL 1 tournament debrief!

Topic seminar!

A special thank you to our coach and teacher sponsors Chas Huang, Elizabeth Evans,
and Qin Xu for uplifting and supporting us throughout the season. Additionally, thank
you to all the parents who have volunteered to judge - without your support, we would
not have been able to make this year happen.

Forensics: TJ Speech Team
Forensics Speech Team Officers (2021-22)
Daniel Kim, Interp Captain
Clarissa Ding , Non-Interp Captain
Harsha Ravella, Secretary/Treasurer
Garv Jain, Interp Teaching Coordinator
Matt Sprintson, Non-Interp Teaching Coordinator
Mihika Dusad, Publicist
Shikha Raghuram, Recruitment Officer
Zac Baker, Webmaster
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/speech/
FB Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/tjforensics
Instagram: @tjspeech
Team Purpose and Description
TJ Speech is a community of communicators that provides an opportunity for students to
improve their public speaking skills, inform themselves about the world around them,
and express themselves in a cohesive manner. Students can do this by writing their own
speeches, either long-form and prepared beforehand (Original Oratory) or on the spot
(Impromptu and Extemporaneous Speaking). Competitors can also interpret and present
the works of other writers by producing unique interpretations of pieces in events
including Humorous Interpretation, Dramatic Interpretation, Duo Interpretation, and
Prose & Poetry Reading. Every Speech event develops the oral communication and
fluency of competitors and recognizes that presentation can often be just as important as
content.
TJ Speech has steadily grown in success and size year after year with numerous regional,
state, and national tournament finalists and Tournament of Champions (TOC) bids. We
have seen tremendous growth over the past few years and we can’t wait to have an even
more successful season this year!
Join us every Friday A and B block to improve your public speaking, learn more about
specific Speech events, and join an invaluable community at TJ. Also feel free to check
out our website to learn more and don’t hesitate to email us or Ms. Bakke, our amazing
coach!
National Level Achievements

On the national circuit, TJ Speech burst onto the scene with Daniel Kim reaching the
semifinal round of the Yale Invitational and achieving 3rd place at the UK Opener in
Humorous Interpretation (HI), subsequently earning him two bids to the TOC. Nathan
Mo also broke to the semifinalist round for Original Oratory at the UK Opener! Daniel
continued TJ Speech’s early-season success at Glenbrooks by breaking to the semifinal
round in HI!
After, the Speech team enjoyed resounding success at the GMU Patriot Games with
Jason Yi reaching the final round in both Impromptu AND Original Interpretation,
placing 2nd and 1st respectively! We also had Nathan Mo reaching the final round in
Original Oratory, placing 2nd.
Up next we had the Sunvitational tournament where Jason Yi reached the semifinals in
both Impromptu and Extemporaneous, followed by the Harvard National Forensics
Tournament where Jason Yi reached the octofinalist round in Extemporaneous and
Daniel Kim reached the quarterfinalist round in HI!
Later, TJ Speech had the NSDA Qualifiers, where we had 5 competitors earning a spot
at NSDA Nationals, one of the most prestigious tournaments on the calendar.
Congratulations to Shikha Raghuram (3rd place, Dramatic Interpretation), Nathan Mo
(1st place, Original Oratory), Daniel Kim (1st place, Humorous Interpretation), Jason
Yi (2nd place, International Extemporaneous), and Sri Vellakkat, who earned a call-up
spot at the tournament after a 5th place finish in International Extemporaneous.
TJ Speech then competed at NCFL Grand Nationals with Daniel Kim continuing his
phenomenal HI performances by reaching the quarterfinal round, earning him a top 24
place in the nation!
Finally, TJ Speech ended its season with a bang at NSDA Nationals! Huge
congratulations to Daniel Kim, who broke to the octofinal round (top 60 in the nation)
in HI, and to Sri Vellakkat, who broke to the quarterfinal round (top 30 in the nation) in
International Extemporaneous! Daniel and Sri's tremendous performances concluded a
standout season for TJ Speech on the national circuit!"
State Level Achievements
Despite being placed into a more competitive region compared to previous years, TJ
Speech maintained a strong showing on the state-wide VHSL circuit this year.
Congratulations to our competitors who progressed through regional and super-regional
rounds and placed at the VHSL state tournament with Jennifer Hunsinger placing 6th in
Poetry, Daniel Kim championing Humorous Interpretation, and Jason Yi championing

Impromptu.
Regional Level Achievements
The team found extensive success at the regional level by having competitors placing
(and winning!) at all five of the local WACFL Tournaments which serve as qualifying
tournaments to the annual Metrofinals Tournament. We would like to congratulate the 24
competitors who qualified to the WACFL Metrofinals tournament: Sahithi Atluri,
Patrick Bai, Zac Baker, Caroline Chen, Clarissa Ding, Sri Dudella, Annika Duneja,
Mihika Dusad, Garv Jain, Sanika Kale, Nitin Kanchinadam, Japneet Kaur,
Aryaman Khanna, Daniel Kim, Eloise Minnigh, Charlotte Minnigh, Krisha Pahwa,
Harsha Ravella, Neha Reddy, Shriya Sahu, Ishara Shanmugasundaram, Matt
Sprintson, Sri Vellakkat, and Jason Yi. We would like to also congratulate the
competitors who qualified to the NCFL Grand National Tournament from outstanding
performances at the Metrofinal Tournament: Daniel Kim (1st place, Dramatic
Performance), Shikha Raghuram (2nd place, Dramatic Performance), Harsha Ravella
(1st place, Impromptu), and Annika Duneja (5th place, Original Oratory).
NSDA Degrees of Distinction
Marie Bakke (Coach) - 2nd Diamond
Degree of Honor: Harshith Ravella, Neha Reddy, Sanika Kale, Grayson Stotz
Degree of Excellence: Matthew Sprintson, Shikha Raghuram, Sriya Vellakkat, Ishara
Shanmugasundaram, Krisha Pahwa
Degree of Distinction: Clarissa Ding, Garv Jain, Jawand Singh
Degree of Special Distinction: Zac Baker, Daniel Kim
Additional Perspectives
“Speech helped me to find my place at TJ and gave me a creative outlet at school. The
positive and welcoming environment helped me to make some good friends on the team.
TJ Speech also helped me to develop my public speaking and presentation skills. I really
feel connected and love spending time bonding with the team, whether during
tournaments or game nights. This past year, I was proud to represent TJ at the state and
national level, and am always amazed at how talented and creative the speech community
is.” - Daniel Kim, Interpretation Captain 2022-23

"TJ Speech has fostered my confidence, verbal fluency, and ability to form structured
arguments. This allows me to better communicate regarding subjects I'm passionate
about, such as through writing Original Oratories” - Clarissa Ding, Non-Interpretation
Captain 2022-23
“Throughout the chaos that being a student at TJ often entails, Speech has always been
my safe space. The incredibly supporting community I’ve found here has not only helped
me become a more competent communicator in both tournaments and the classroom, but
I’ve also built fantastic relationships with my teammates and mentors. If there’s one thing
I would’ve done differently during my time at TJ, it would've been to join Speech sooner.”
- Harsha Ravella, Secretary/Treasurer 2022-23

Jennifer Hunsinger, Daniel Kim, and Jason Yi represent TJ at the VHSL Forensics State
Championship

TJ Speech poses for their team picture

Special thanks to TJ Academic Boosters, to the TJ Student Activities Staff, to our parents
who judge, chaperone, and drive, and to our team coach/sponsor, Ms. Marie Bakke.

HOSA
HOSA Officers (2021-22)
Co-President: Armina Rahman (2022)
Co-President: Nora Fareeha (2022)
Treasurer: Tegan Powers (2022)
Competitions Director: Aryan Agarwal (2022)
Outreach Coordinator: Joshua Park (2022)
Event Coordinator: Anjali Pillai (2023)
Webmaster: Yulee Kang (2023)
Website: https://www.tjhosa.com/
Facebook: TJ HOSA
Other Social Media: Instagram - @tjhssthosa
Email: tjhssthosa@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
HOSA (Health Occupations Students of America) is an organization dedicated to
introducing students to jobs and opportunities in the healthcare and medical fields with an
emphasis on leadership. HOSA attends two competitions annually: the State leadership
Conference in March and the International Leadership Conference in June.
National Level Achievements
HOSA attended the international leadership conference in Nashville, Tennessee in June
2022. We are extremely proud of all 40 of our members that qualified for the
international competition!
The following individuals qualified for the international competition: Neha Asuri (2024)
- Biomedical Laboratory Science, Srihan Balaji (2024) - HOSA Bowl, Arnav Bhalla
(2025) - Medical Math, Neha Chandran (2025) - Health Informatics, Ashwika Chandu
(2024) - Human Growth & Development, Anirudh (Ani) Chinthakindi (2025) Medical Terminology, Anusha Das (2024) - Physical Therapy, Aashi Dugar (2024) HOSA Bowl, Ananya Enganti (2024) - Clinical Specialty, Ashrita Gandhari (2025) Medical Spelling, Ashley Hwang (2024) - Medical Reading, Lindsay Hwang (2024) CERT Skills, Esha Jain (2024) - CERT Skills,
Riva Jain (2024) - CERT Skills, Yulee Kang (2023) - Cultural Diversities & Disparities
in Healthcare, Kritika Khati (2023) - Pharmacy Science, Asmita Kodityala (2025) -

HOSA Bowl, Rohan Kotla (2025) - HOSA Bowl, Tiffany Lee (2023) - Medical Law &
Ethics,
Sophia Li (2023) - HOSA Bowl, Tanmayee Maddineni (2025) - Extemporaneous
Writing, Vyochana Mamillapalli (2024) - HOSA Bowl, Alia Marzyie (2025) Researched Persuasive Writing/Speaking, Eloise Minnigh (2025) - Veterinary Science,
Mahiyah Muthukumaran (2024) - CERT Skills, Ridhi Pendyala (2023) - HOSA Bowl.
Anjali Pillai (2023) - Medical Reading, Subrat Poudel (2023) - Human Growth &
Development, Neha Reddy (2024) - CPR/First Aid, Arman Saeedinia (2024) - Medical
Math, Vidhi Sharma
2024, Shahzad Sohail (2023) - Clinical Nursing, Anish
Suvarna (2025) - HOSA Bowl, Shivani Tadikonda (2024) - Medical Assisting, Steve
Tchana (2024) - Dental Terminology, Karli Torres-Hinojosa (2024) - CERT Skills,
Catherine Tran (2024) - CPR/First Aid. Demetra (Demi)
Tudorache (2024) CERT Skills, Kavya Velaga (2025) - Epidemiology, Katherine Zhang (2024) - Medical
Reading
Additionally these individuals placed within Top 10 at the International Leadership
Conference:
Yulee Kang (2023) - Cultural Disparities and Diversities in Healthcare → 9th place
Ashley Hwang (2024) - Medical Reading → 9th place
Eloise Minnigh (2025) - Veterinary Science → 5th place
Esha Jain (2024), Riva Jain (2024) - CERT Skills → 4th place
Lindsay Hwang (2024), Karli Torres-Hinojosa (2024) - CERT Skills → 2nd place
State Level Achievements:
This year TJ HOSA participated in the annual Virginia HOSA State Leadership
Conference sending 108 members to compete at this level making us the largest chapter
at the state conference! Members that placed top 3 at the state conference went on to
represent TJ and the state of Virginia at the international conference in Nashville. We are
so proud of all of our members that competed!
The following individuals placed Top 5 at the State Conference:
Srihan Balaji (2024) - Behavioral Health → 1st place, Yulee Kang (2023) - Cultural
Diversities & Disparities in Healthcare → 2nd place, Steve Tchana (2024) - Dental
Terminology → 2nd place, Neha Chandran (2025) - Health Informatics, 1st place,
Ashwika Chandu (2024) - Human Growth & Development → 1st place, Subrat Poudel
(2023) - Human Growth & Development → 2nd place, Tiffany Lee (2023) - Medical
Law and Ethics → 3rd place, Ayaan Siddiqui (2024) - Medical Math → 1st place,
Arman Saeedinia (2024) - Medical Math → 2nd place, Arnav Bhalla (2025) - Medical
Math → 3rd place, Katherine Zhang (2024) - Medical Reading → 1st place, Anjali
Pillai (2023) - Medical Reading → 2nd place, Ashley Hwang (2024) - Medical Reading
→ 3rd place, Sravya Tathicherla (2025) - Medical Reading → 4th place, Ashrita
Gandhari (2025) - Medical Spelling → 1st place, Saanvi Nandikonda (2025) - Medical
Terminology → 3rd place, Anirudh Chinthakindi (2025) - Medical Terminology → 4th

place, Ishara Shanmugasundaram (2024) - Biomedical Laboratory Science → 1st
place, Neha Asuri (2024) - Biomedical Laboratory Science → 2nd place, Jayashree
Ezhilarasu (2022) - Biomedical Laboratory Science → 4th place, Bhavya Guduru
(2022) - Biomedical Laboratory Science → 5th place, Shahzad Sohail (2023) - Clinical
Nursing → 2nd place, Megan Sawant (2025) - Clinical Nursing → 4th place, Jenna
Tieu (2025) - Clinical Nursing → 5th place, Ananya Enganti (2024) - Clinical
Speciality → 2nd place, Fertuna Mequennent (2025) - Family Medicine Physician →
2nd place, Shivani Tandikonda (2024) - Medical Assisting → 3rd place, Aryan Rajput
(2023) - Nursing Assisting → 1st place, Kritika Khati (2023) - Pharmacy Science →
2nd place, Anusha Das (2024) - Physical Therapy → 1st place, Srishanth Tangedipalli
(2024) - Physical Therapy → 5th place, Cindy Peng (2023)
- Sports Medicine → 4th
place, Isha Joshi (2025) - Sports Medicine → 5th place, Eloise Minnigh (2025) Veterinary Science → 2nd place, Karli Torres- Hinojosa (2024), Lindsay Hwang
(2024) - CERT Skills → 1st place, Mahiyah Muthukumaran (2024), Demi Tudorache
(2024) - CERT Skills → 2nd place, Esha Jain (2024), Riva Jain (2024) - CERT Skills
→ 3rd place, Catherine Tran (2024), Neha Reddy (2024) - CPR/First Aid → 3rd place,
Ella Greene (2024), Vidhi Sharma (2024) - CPR/First Aid → 4th place, Kavya Velaga
(2025) - Epidemiology → 2nd place, Samanvitha Dammalapati (2023) - Epidemiology
→ 3rd place, Ridhi Pendyala (2023) - Epidemiology → 4th place, Rachael Sim (2023) Epidemiology → 5th place, Tanmayee Maddineni (2025) - Extemporaneous Writing →
2nd place, Poorna Prakash (2025) - Prepared Speaking → 4th place, Alia Marzyie
(2025) - Researched Persuasive Writing and Speaking → 2nd place, Joshua Park (2022),
Aryan Agarwal (2022) - Forensic Science → 1st place, Armina Rahman (2022),
Sharvani Kondapally (2022) - Forensic Science → 2nd place, Sean Choi (2022), Nora
Fareeha (2022) - Health Education → 5th place, Aashi Dugar (2024), Srihan Balaji
(2024), Sahil Kapadia (2024) - HOSA Bowl → 1st place
Rohan Kotla (2025), Asmita Kodityala (2025), Anish Suvarna (2025), b(2024) HOSA Bowl → 3rd place, Bhavya Guduru (2022), Sophia Li (2023), Avighna Sen
(2022), Zaeem Qureshi (2022) - Medical Innovation → 3rd place

TJ HOSA would like to give a special thank you to their sponsor Ms. Caroline Taylor
who was beyond essential to their success this season. She helped them every step of the
way and has been so supportive of the team and their endeavors. TJ HOSA is so grateful
for Ms.Taylor’s enthusiasm and hard work and they cannot thank her enough!

Varsity Math Team
Math Team Officers (2021-22)
Garrett Heller 2022, Captain
Hilal Hussain 2022, Co-captain
Andrew Kim 2022, Co-captain
Alvan Arulandu 2023, Statistician
Pranav Mathur 2022, Statistician
Mihika Dusad 2024, Finance officer
Nikhil Pesaladinne 2023, Finance officer
Aarav Bajaj 2022, Secretary
Shyla Bisht 2022, Historian
Website - tjvmt.com
Email - vmtofficers@gmail.com
Team Purpose / Description
The goal of TJ’s Varsity Math Team (VMT) is to foster a passion for mathematics and a
community of learners. Members become exposed to interesting math topics through
engaging student-led lectures and grow their problem-solving skills through practice
tests. We challenge students to explore new ideas and find creative solutions. Along with
improving math skills, VMT also emphasizes the importance of teamwork. We hope to
cultivate the next generation of collaborative mathematicians.
National Level Achievements
The 2021-2022 school year has been a tremendous triumph! The Varsity Math Team
members had a large variety of successes nationwide. In the fall, we competed in
MMATHS, Duke Math Meet, and Berkeley Math Tournament (BMT).
In MMATHS, TJ’s A Team placed first overall out of 91 teams, with two individuals,
Isabella Zhu and Alan Vladimiroff, coming in 1st and 2nd place individually,
respectively. In the Duke Math Meet, TJ’s A Team placed second overall out of 70 teams.
In the Berkeley Math Tournament, TJ’s A Team placed ninth overall. The individuals
who placed were Alan Vladimiroff (3rd Geometry), Isabella Zhu (4th Geometry),
David Wei (8th Geometry), and Marina Lin (8th General).

We also competed in an array of competitions in the spring including Harvard MIT Math
Tournament (HMMT), Carnegie Mellon Informatics and Mathematics Competition
(CMIMC), Girls in Math at Yale and Princeton University Math Competition (PUMaC).
At HMMT, TJ’s A Team placed 7th overall out of 97 teams, as well as 6th in the Team
round and 10th in the Guts round. The individuals who placed were Isabella Zhu (5th
Individual, 6th Geometry, 14th Combinatorics, 18th Algebra & NT), Garrett Heller
(14th Combinatorics), Zani Xu (14th Combinatorics, 20th Algebra & NT), Utkarsh
Goyal (14th Combinatorics). At CMIMC, our teams placed 6th and 10th in the
Theoretical Computer Science round, while members Utkarsh Goyal and Nathan Cheng
placed 7th in Geometry B and 4th in Combinatorics B respectively.
At PUMaC, TJ’s A Team placed 1st overall out of 42 teams, achieving 4th place in the
Team round and 3rd in the Power round. The individuals who placed are Isabella Zhu
(5th Overall, 3rd Number Theory, 5th Geometry), David Wei (5th Geometry), Luke
Wang (5th Combinatorics), and Alan Vladimiroff (18th Number Theory)
At Girls in Math at Yale, our A Team placed 1st overall out of 74 teams. Members
Isabella Zhu, Laura Zhang, and Akshaya Chakravarthy placed 1st, 4th, and 12th
individually, respectively.
Our final competition of the year was the American Regional Mathematics League
(ARML) where we placed 6th overall out of 120 teams and 1st in the superrelay. We also
had two individuals, Michelle Kang and Isabella Zhu, who made it to the tiebreakers.
We’re celebrating a strong performance this year in the AMC series. We had 77 AIME
qualifiers from the AMC 10/12. From the AIME, we had 18 total qualifiers for the
USA(J)MO, a national proof based exam.
Our USAMO Qualifiers were Nathan Cheng, Utkarsh Goyal, Garrett Heller, Mirza
Hussain, William Jiang, Pravalika Putalapattu, Lillian Sun, Vincent Trang, Alan
Vladimiroff, Samuel Wang, Zani Xu, Isabella Zhu, and Lillian Zhu.
Our USAJMO Qualifiers were Mihika Dusad, Vishal Nandakumar, Michelle Kang,
David Wei, and Laura Zhang.
Top scoring USA(J)MO qualifiers are invited to the Math Olympiad Program, or MOP, a
summer camp where the US International Math Olympiad (IMO) team is selected. This
year, we had four MOP participants: Michelle Kang, Vincent Trang, Laura Zhang, and
Isabella Zhu.

Additionally, Samuel Wang earned Silver on the USAMO, and Garrett Heller earned
Bronze. For the USAJMO, Vishal Nandakumar received an Honorable Mention.
At the international level, Isabella Zhu placed 4th at the European Girls Mathematics
Olympiad, earning a gold medal for herself and contributing to the United State’s first
place win.
Regional Level Achievements
Although all the competitions we compete are against the top schools in the nation, we do
hold a local mathematics competition for middle schoolers. This year we organized the
32nd annual Thomas Jefferson Intermediate Math Open (back in person this year), which
was a huge success. We had a turnout of 96 middle school students from 16 schools, who
were coached by 35+ student coaches from TJ. VMT students wrote all the contest
problems.
Other Achievements & Additional Perspectives
VMT is one of the biggest clubs in the school. Despite its size, through weekly practices
both during 8th period and after school, hundreds of hours of conversation about math,
school, or life, and dozens of travel contests, VMT is one of the tightest knit groups at TJ!
The VMT experience is about so much more than just numbers: we are an open,
ever-expanding family. Below are a couple of anecdotes about VMT.
"On the day before ARML, the VMT community went together and banded on the karaoke
stage. Together, in unison, we sang “Let it go”! While everybody was singing, it gave the
greatest sense of unity. I felt so great to be part of a community, so connected. You just
know if you're ever feeling down, you'll have VMT to cheer you up. For me, VMT was so
much more than a math team, it was a great community of friends, peers, and people who
I could rely on." - Utkarsh Goyal, 2023
“For the past 3 years, VMT has been an integral part of my experience at TJ. From
travel competitions, to weekly meetings, and even after school practices, there hasn’t
been a part of VMT I have not enjoyed. Ever since freshman year, from attending my first
travel competition with a bunch of upperclassmen, to bringing Chips Ahoy to every
ARML practice, VMT has always had a great sense of community. In addition to this,
VMT is a great place to learn while having fun and is honestly one the most unique
experiences at TJ.” - Nikhil Pesaladinne, 2023
“VMT is such a magical community and has been the highlight of my TJ experience.
Some of my most treasured memories come from VMT, which include chasing my middle
schoolers at TJIMO, organizing Family Feud, eating Nikhil’s cookies and donuts, human
pyramids, belting my lungs out at ARML karaoke, and so much more. I can say with

100% certainty that VMT is so much more than just a bunch of math nerds—we’re a
family.” - Laura Zhang, 2024
We also have a few anecdotes about TJIMO from the middle schoolers who participated.
“I really enjoyed being a part of TJIMO because I met a lot of people who were
passionate about math, just like me. I learned a lot from working with them. I also really
enjoyed the different rounds and found the Proof round specifically interesting. Our
coaches were amazing and TJIMO was truly an awesome experience!” - Aashika P.
“TJIMO was a great competition. It is a fun, low-stress, learning environment and
competition. The problems are written for all levels of students in math. Most of the
rounds are team rounds which adds to the fun of the competition. There were so many fun
math-related activities as well, which showed the competitors that math competitions can
be fun and aren't just a boring test to take. There were many prizes at the end to
encourage kids even more. Throughout the event, I was able to meet so many other
competitors and TJ students. Overall, I had a lot of fun at TJIMO and it is a great
competition for any student with a passion for learning.” - Adya G.
“I loved math before TJIMO, but the challenging questions and different style helped my
brain grow and made me love math even more. I liked the different types of rounds as
well, I thought they were very diverse.” - Anika D.

Yearbook Club Picture

At ARML

Special thanks to our sponsors this year: Ms. Marianne Razzino (mprazzino@fcps.edu),
Dr. Amy Lampazzi (anlampazzi@fcps.edu), Ms. Patricia Gabriel
(pmgabriel@fcps.edu)

TJ Quizbowl
Coach:
Julia Fu
Quizbowl Team Officers (2021-22) :
Elliot Lee, Co-captain
Justin Chen, Co-captain
Pratyush Jaishanker, Tournament Director
Tim Johanson, Tournament Director
Elle Lee, Public Relations Officer
Brian Zhou, Junior Varsity Liaison
Grace Liu, Treasurer
Anisha Talreja, Secretary
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/quizbowl
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TJQuizBowl
Twitter: @tjhsstquizbowl
Email: tjhsstquizbowl@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
Quiz bowl is a competitive, academic, and interscholastic activity for teams of four
students. Teams use buzzers to answer questions about science, math, history, literature,
mythology, geography, social science, current events, sports and popular culture.
Matches feature a blend of individual competition and team collaboration, and
participation in quiz bowl both reinforces lessons from the classroom and encourages
players to develop new intellectual interests. TJ Quizbowl fosters the learning of
collaborative and academic skills through fun trivia and competition.
National Level Achievements
This year, TJ Quizbowl is proud to have sent 33 total students to the two national
championship tournaments: the High School National Championship Tournament

(HSNCT) in Atlanta, Georgia and the PACE National Scholastic Championships (PACE
NSC) in Chicago, Illinois.
We sent 27 students on 6 teams to the HSNCT, held on May 27-29 in Atlanta, where we
placed fourth last year. With a field of more than 272 teams across the country, TJ teams
proved their mettle with multiple high placements in a difficult field. Full results are
below:
TJ A placed 5th, and consisted of Justin Chen, Pratyush Jaishanker, Elliot Lee, and Elle
Lee.
TJ B placed 7th, and consisted of Deven Hagen, Tim Johanson, Abigail Lee, Daniel Lian,
and Andrew Shi.
TJ C placed 60th, and consisted of Dylan Cheng, Alan Fan, Grace Liu, and Alec Riso.
TJ E placed 82nd, and consisted of Eric Feng, Samuel Li, Sanjay Ranjith, Matthew
Sprintson, and Ryan Zhang.
TJ D placed 112nd, and consisted of Brian Lai, Keenan Powell, Chris Yoo, and Raymond
Zeng.
TJ F placed 230th, and consisted of Pranav Elavarthi, Filip Georgievski, Iordanis
Hadjimichael, Rohan Kotla, and Rohan Manroa.
We also attended the PACE NSC, held on June 11-12 in Chicago, where we finished as
the national runner-up after competing among 72 teams around the country.
After a 15-1 streak, TJ A lost the championship after two extremely close games to
Lambert High School. The championship matches were live streamed and are available
for viewing at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlUYalod4tA
TJ A placed 2nd and consisted of Justin Chen, Pratyush Jaishanker, Elliot Lee, and Elle
Lee.
TJ B placed 23rd and consisted of Tim Johanson, Daniel Lian, Keenan Powell, Andrew
Shi, and Anisha Talreja.
TJ C placed 34th, and first place in JV, and consisted of Dylan Cheng, Alan Fan, Deven
Hagen, Abigail Lee, and Alec Riso.
TJ D placed 45th, and third place in JV, and consisted of Grace Liu, Chris Yoo, Ryan
Zhang, and Brian Zhou.
TJ E placed 66th, and consisted of Eric Feng, Brian Lai, Ishara Shanmugasundaram, and
Raymond Zeng.

TJ F placed 71st, and consisted of Erin Chen, Pranav Griddaluri, Samuel Li, and Anthony
Xu.
We are extremely proud of all of the competitors who attended the HSNCT or PACE
NSC for the sportsmanship that they displayed throughout the competition. All
competitors have demonstrated their skills throughout the entire school year, and TJ
Quizbowl is extremely proud and fortunate to have such amazing competitors
representing our team.
Two students from TJ Quiz Bowl also traveled to the 2022 Individual Player National
Championship Tournament (IPNCT) in Rosemont, Illinois. Congratulations to Elle Lee
for placing 22nd and Abigail Lee for placing 34th!
State Level Achievements
Even though we were promoted into the larger Class 6 division this year, TJ Quizbowl
went undefeated throughout the VHSL circuit. The team championed Occoquan Region
6C by going 6-0 and won the state title at the VHSL Class 6 state championships going
3-0, making this the 17th VHSL state championship title and seventh in a row. This is the
first state title in Class 6.
Special congratulations to our team of Elliot Lee, Justin Chen, Pratyush Jaishanker, and
Ellie Lee on their district, regional, and state titles!
We also participated in It’s Academic!, the longest-running television quiz show. In the
first game, our team (Pratyush Jaishaker, Elliot Lee, and Elle Lee) won over Springbrook
High School and Einstein High School. The students received a perfect score, and the
taping aired on October 24. In the second round, our team (Elliot Lee, Justin Chen,
Pratyush Jaishanker) came in second during the second-round playoffs! The team got
every question right except for one.
Regional Level Achievements
As we returned to in-person Quizbowl, we competed at many regional high school and
college-level tournaments.

Cavalier Classic (10/2/2021): TJ sent four teams and volunteer staff to UVA's medium
difficulty Cavalier Classic. TJ A and C tied for seventh, with two students placing in the
top ten in individual stats (Andrew Shi and Abigail Lee).
VCU Winter (12/4/2021): TJ sent four teams to VCU Winter, a medium to advanced
difficulty tournament. TJ B (Alec Fan, Elle Lee, Alec Riso, and Ryan Zhang) placed
second overall and TJ A and D tied for third. Three of our students placed in the top 8 in
individual scoring (Deven Hagen, Elle Lee, Abigail Lee), and we qualified three PACE
national teams and three HSNCT national teams!
Richard Montgomery Winter Novice (10/18/2021): In a strong showing from new
Quizbowlers, TJ sent three teams of new quiz bowl students to the Richard Montgomery
Winter Novice. TJ A (Ian Lee, Samuel Lee, Rohan Manroa, Ishara Shanmugasundaram,
and Chris Yoo) placed first with 9 wins and 0 losses, and Chris Yoo and Samuel Li placed
in the top ten in individual performances!
Delta Burke Invitational (2/12/2022): TJ sent nine students to the Delta Burke online
tournament. We didn't place highly, but it was a great opportunity to help newer players
get acclimated to gameplay.
VCU Collegiate (2/19/2022): TJ competed at VCU's college-level mirror of the mRNA
Vaccine set in Richmond. We placed second overall, despite competing against colleges
such as JMU, UMD, VTech and after winning tiebreakers against two University of
North Carolina teams. Justin Chen received a prize as one of the top individual
performers.
Centennial Invitational (3/5/2022): In our largest regular season showing, TJ sent 25
students on five teams to Centennial. TJ C placed third (Deven Hagen, Brian Lai, Abigail
Lee, Brian Zhou), while TJ D and E tied for fifth. We had three players place in the top 8
for individual performance (Deven Hagen, Elle Lee, and Daniel Lian), and three teams
qualified to HSNCT.
JHU Winter Invitational (3/12/2022): TJ sent two teams to the online
medium-advanced difficulty JHU Winter Invitational, and both teams tied for second.
Two students (Elle Lee and Abigail Lee) earned 2nd and 6th place individual awards.
Two teams qualified to the HSNCT.

Community Engagement
Our Senior Tournament Director Pratyush Jaishaker has continued to promote a program
created by previous TJ Quiz Bowl students provided free of charge to the public. This
program, TJ Electronic Score Sheets, has helped schools from around the world host their
own quiz bowl tournaments by enabling computerized data entry of complicated
statistical analysis and game scores. Pratyush has been providing remote support to many
tournament directors and has also continuously refined the programming, He has helped
maintain a public forum on that program which, to date, has had more than 2100 posts, a
testament to how popular TJ Sheets has become within the Quiz Bowl world.
We received effusive feedback from both Longfellow Middle School and Centennial
High School on how smoothly their respective tournaments ran because of help from TJ.
Mr Huang from Longfellow said that "TJ students saved us. We would not have had
enough volunteers without your students" and described Pratyush as "impressive" for
fixing programming challenges in TJ Sheets in real time (while Pratyush was in between
competing against college teams at the VCU tournament in Richmond). Centennial High
also cited our help as the reason why their tournament ran smoothly, and praised TJ
Sheets as an achievement in helping them quickly input electronic statistics that
otherwise would have been inputted by hand.
Ten of our students volunteered at Longfellow Middle School to provide support to their
local middle school quiz bowl tournament. This continues a strong tradition of close ties
between Longfellow and TJ's quiz bowl programs. Many LMS students who end up
attending TJ find familiar faces when they attend TJ quiz bowl club in 9th grade.
“I want to thank you again for allowing Cistercian Preparatory School to use your
software. We projected the scoresheets in the rooms and entered the data in live time at
the first in-person tournament in Texas in two years. Everyone loved it. I also want
to know that our opening meeting I made of point of telling everyone briefly about your
school and your generosity in making your software available to us. I have known about
TJ for many, many years, and I know it has a strong academic record in all subject areas.”
- Grant Mindle
Additional Perspectives

"Quizbowl helps foster expanding knowledge and better studying habits." - Elliot Lee
(Co-captain ‘21-22), Class of 2022
"Quizbowl made me interested in stuff that I would never in my wildest dreams ever think
of studying. It's made me a more knowledgeable and aware person and formed
connections with both academia and people that will stick with me forever.” - Justin Chen
(Co-captain ‘21-22), Class of 2022
“I joined Quizbowl because I love learning new concepts and being able to compete on
the things I absorbed. More importantly, I joined for the candy at practices.” - Pratyush
Jaishanker (Senior Tournament Director, ‘21-22), Class of 2022
“Quizbowl offers competitive learning opportunities while also remaining a welcoming
environment for enjoyment.” - Elle Lee (Co-Captain, ‘22-23), Class of 2023
“Quizbowl is so much more than just a buzzer game. It’s a community - a place to make
friends, have fun, and be yourself. Quizbowl is a place where I felt like I belonged.” Brian Zhou (JV Liaison, ‘21-22), Class of 2024
“Quizbowl allowed me to explore my diverse academic interests, as well as find a
supportive community who was just as passionate about learning as I was.” - Anuraag
Kaashyap (Co-captain ‘20-21), Class of 2021
"TJ Quizbowl is an experience that all students should have. There are not many other
clubs at TJ where motivation comes so purely from the love of learning. The community
built by Quizbowl for others to learn, the initiative of the members for mentorship and
friendly competition, and the respect the students gain for each other are all the best
parts of the club, and of course, the academic excellence and absolute genius of the
members is a very nice bonus." - Vishal Kanigicherla (Treasurer ‘20-21), Class of 2021
“Playing Quizbowl pushed me to learn about topics I’d always wanted to learn but never
got around to, as well as giving me great exposure to the things that make our world so
interesting. The people I met in TJQB remain some of my closest friends even now. And at
the end of the day, it’s always exciting to push the red button.” - Joshua Lian (Tournament
Director ‘20-21), Class of 2021

“Turns out getting cut from SciOly was the best thing that could have ever happened to
me. Because of it, I got to join Quizbowl, where I would meet new friends who were here
because they shared a passion for learning random trivia just like me. Perhaps the
greatest memories I have come from the team and game, but even afterward the greatest
legacy is the friends I still keep in touch with and the knowledge I learned. Go TJ
Quizbowl!” - William Wang (Co-captain, ‘19-20), Class of 2020
“TJ Quizbowl gave me the chance to pursue the side of me who was a fan of absorbing
interesting but archaic facts about the world. While being part of QB, I gradually
regained a strong interest in reading and writing philosophy and found a community
where I can just relax, even after I bombed my physics tests. What I loved the most about
the club was the people. Sometimes in the grind of TJ, it can be hard to find people who
are just learning for the sake of learning, but at Quizbowl, I found some of the most
intellectually and socially engaging characters I’ve ever come across.” - Prithvi Nathan
(Co-captain, ‘18-19), Class of 2020
“Read more books and be curious about the world around you, because Quizbowl is
merely a means to an end. And try to get involved as a club officer, because that’s a
learning experience that probably exceeds the game itself.” - Benjamin Xu (Tournament
Director, ‘18-19), Class of 2019
“Quizbowl was a very enjoyable activity because it allowed me to meet tons of interesting
people with diverse interests who shared my passion for learning. It taught me how to
work in a team setting and how to overcome obstacles.” - Fred Zhang (Co-captain,
‘18-19), Class of 2019

TJ A at the PACE finals!

TJ Quizbowl at Coca-Cola World in Atlanta, Georgia!

Our It's Academic! team made it to the playoffs!

VHSL Class 6 state champions!

Amazing showing at Centennial!

First tournament back in person at the Cav Classic!

Summer practices and meeting the Class of 2025!

Winning a college-level tournament? You betcha!

Special thanks to our sponsor Ms. Fu for stepping in to guide the club! Her support
throughout the year was crucial to our success.
An additional thank you and send-off to our three outgoing seniors Elliot Lee, Justin
Chen, and Pratyush Jaishanker. Good luck in college, and thank you on behalf of the team
for all those first lines and good times ❤

Rubik’s Cube
Rubik’s Cube Officers (2021-22)
Michael Fatemi and Dan Nguyen — President
Website: http://activities.tjhsst.edu/cubing/
Email:myfatemi04@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
To teach people how to solve the Rubik’s cube, help them improve their times, and
compete in Rubik’s competitions
National Level Achievements
Still unbeaten as fastest team in US for team solve — 8 people solving 25 Rubik’s cubes
We encourage everyone who is interested in learning how to solve, wants to improve
their speed, or go to competitions with other TJ cubers to join!

Science Olympiad
Science Olympiad Officers (2021-22)
Shreyas Mayya, Co-Captain
Samhita Vinay, Co-Captain
Lauren Spehlmann, Secretary
Emma Cox, Publicist
Miina Anvelt, Event Director
Ishara Shamugasundaram, Event Director
Website: https://tjscioly.org
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tjscioly
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/tjscioly/
Email: tjhsstscio@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
TJ Science Olympiad (TJSO) is a diverse team of 45 students who compete in 20+ STEM
events, with topics ranging from astronomy and cryptography to electronics and
mechanical
engineering. Throughout the season, the team prepares rigorously in pairs or groups for
the test,
lab, and/or build in each event, and their preparation culminates in tournaments at the
invitational, regional, state, and often national levels.
National Level Achievements
TJ Science Olympiad finished 21st place in the Science Olympiad Nationals, held
virtually on
May 14, 2022. The team won 6th place in Cybersecurity, 4th in Digital Structures, and
4th in
Write it CAD it! They also placed in the top ten in Astronomy, Disease Detectives, and
Gravity
Vehicle!
State Level Achievements
TJSO placed second this year with a score of 112, just one point away from first place!
With 18
medals, 6 of them first place, TJSO once again excelled at the State tournament, held
in-person

at UVA for the first time since 2019.
Regional Level Achievements
This year, TJSO secured an amazing victory at the Fairfax Regional Tournament, with
TJSO’s
three teams taking 1st, 2nd, and 4th places! All together, team members won 47 medals,
including 15 first place awards.
Other Achievements (Invitational)
From December 11th-18th, 2021 TJSO participated in their first tournament of the
season, the
BirdSO Mini Invitational. With more than 150 participating teams, TJSO is proud to have
won
11 medals, including a first in Spreadsheet Scripting.
On January 8th, 2022, TJSO participated in the Science Olympiad National Invitational
with
more than 240 teams! They won many medals, notably a first in Environmental
Chemistry and
Digital Structures!
From February 12th to 19th, 2022, TJSO competed in the highly competitive BirdSO
Satellite
Invitational, placing 13th out of more than 150 teams! They got 27 medals between all
three
teams.
Additional Perspectives:
A few quotes from past and present TJSO members:
"It's not everyday that you get to see the green flames of boric acid... or the optical
properties of
synthetic polymers. These phenomena only come to light at Science Olympiad." - Paarth
Jain
(2018)
"I wouldn't have enjoyed the TJ student lifestyle if it weren't for TJSO and the people in
it.” Rachel Eom (2019)

"TJSO is more than an activity - it’s a family in which everyone wants everyone else to do
the
best they can." - Havish Malladi (2020)
“[TJ Science Olympiad is] the best community of people I’ve ever had the pleasure of
being a
part of.” - Olivia Ma (2021)

We are sincerely grateful to the Academic Boosters for their tremendous support
throughout this season—their help has enabled our incredible experiences and success
this season. We'd also like to extend a thank-you to all our team parents for supporting
our TJSO members throughout the year, and to all the tournament directors, event
supervisors, and other individuals in the Science Olympiad community who made this
season possible. Our team looks forward to the coming season and to sharing our
successes for the years to come!
Thanks so much to our wonderful team coaches and dedicated sponsors, Mrs.
Aubrie Holman and Mr. Quinn McFee!

Academic Decathlon
Academic Decathlon Officers (2021-22)
Tegan Powers, Captain
Tegan Powers, Captain
Miriam Antony, Publicist
Sreya Etherajan, Publicist
Yashna Hasija, Publicist
Website:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/322416135717127
Team Purpose and Description:
Started in 1968, United States Academic Decathlon is the premier national academic
competition and a fixture in the popular imagination with depictions ranging from “High
School Musical” to most recently “Spider-Man: Homecoming.” Teams from perennial
powerhouses California, Texas, Illinois, Arizona, and Ohio as well as over thirty other
states compete each year for the national title. While Texas and California dominated the
1980s and 1990s, California has won nineteen of the last twenty years, losing only to
Wisconsin in 2002.
Teams of nine students compete in ten events. Seven events are multiple-choice exams in
Math, Science, History, Literature, Music, Art, and Economics while a panel of judges
score participants individually in the Speech, Interview, and Essay events. To foster both
team development and personal growth, each participant competes in all events, and
teams must be balanced with students from a range of grade point averages.
National Level Achievements:
National Competition, March – April 2022
Tegan
● MVP
Joanna
● Highest scoring on the team
● Bronze in Essay
● Bronze in Art

● Silver in Math
● Silver in Science

New England/Mid-Atlantic Competition, March 2022
TJHSST 1st place overall
Honors:
Joanna Cheng
● Gold in Math
● Bronze in Music
● Silver in Economics
● Silver in Science
● Silver in Literature
● Gold in Art
● Silver in Social Science
● Bronze in Speech
● Silver in Individual Overall
● 7K Club
Linda Tong
● Bronze in Math
● Silver in Music
Laura Zhang
● Silver in Math
● Gold in Music
● Gold in Economics
● Gold in Science
● Gold in Literature
● Gold in Art
● Gold in Social Science
● Silver in Interview
● Silver in Subjectives
● Gold in Individual Overall
● 7K Club
● Top scorer for TJHSST

Scholastic:
Nicholas Bonanno
● Silver in Math
● Silver in Economics
● Silver in Essay
Erika Ramirez
● Gold in Math
● Bronze in Music
● Gold in Economics
● Bronze in Science
● Gold in Literature
● Gold in Social Science
● Bronze in Essay
● Bronze in Speech
● Gold in Individual Overall
Varsity:
Christian Clewis
● Gold in Math
● Bronze in Music
● Silver in Economics
● Gold in Science
● Bronze in Literature
● Bronze in Essay
● Bronze in Speech
● Silver in Interview
● Bronze in Subjectives
● Bronze in Individual Overall
Tegan Powers
● Silver in Math
● Silver in Music
● Gold in Economics
● Gold in Literature
● Bronze in Art
● Bronze in Social Science
● Gold in Essay

●
●
●
●

Gold in Speech
Gold in Interview
Gold in Subjectives
Gold in Individual Overall

Individual:
Miriam Antony
● Bronze in Science
● Bronze in Essay
Ashwika Chandu
● Silver in Music
● Bronze in Economics
● Bronze in Science
● Bronze in Literature
Audrey Czarnecki
● Gold in Music
● Silver in Economics
● Gold in Literature
● Silver in Art
● Bronze in Social Science
Yashna Hasija
● Silver in Math
● Gold in Science
● Bronze in Art
Lindsay Hwang
● Bronze in Music
Siddhita Krishnan
● Silver in Literature
Elliot Lee
● Gold in Essay
Srimaye Peddinti
● Bronze in Math
● Silver in Essay

Academic Boosters Donors, 2021-2022
Academic Boosters appreciates all our members and volunteers. We would like to especially recognize
and honor the families of the students listed below. Thank you very much for your generous financial
support. TJ’s academic teams’ continued success depends upon you.
Diamond ($1000 and above)
Sunwoo Lee (2022)

Platinum ($500 – $999)
Cyrus Rivers (2023)

John Yao (2025)

Dylan Cheng (2024)

Farouk Boudjemaa (2023)

Gold ($250 – $499)
Myles Carley (2024)

Adi Desai (2024)

Ryan Dwyer (2022)

Charlotte Minnigh (2025) and Eloise Minnigh(2025)

Laura Guo (2024)

Ian K Lee (2024)

Riti Liu (2023)

Alexander O'Quinn (2024)

Lynn Tao (2023)

Lilian Zhu (2023)

Silver ($100 – $249)
Arnav Bhalla (2025)

Willie Henry (2025)

Manav Bharath (2023) & Arya Bharath

Evan Huang (2024)

(2025)

Daniel Y. Kim (2023)

Shyla Bisht (2022)

Anwitha Kollipara (2022)

Arthur Browne (2018)

Kavya Kuttuva (2025)

Bradley Cao & Danniel Cao (2023)

Brian Lai (2023)

David Cao (2024)

Samuel Li (2024)

Andrew Choi (2025)

Grace Liu (2024)

William Coryell

Elliot Lee (2022)

Emma Cox (2023)

Elliott Lee (2023) & Abigail Lee (2025)

Sreya Etherajan (2024)

Rafaella Lenco (2025)

Samuel Esteban (2022)

Kisna Matta (2023)

Alan Fan (2024)

Shreyas Mayya (2022)

Fern Fang (2025)

Connor McKenzie (2023)

Lauren Fisher (2023)

Dan Nguyen (2022)

Raymond Fu (2025)

Krisha Pahwa (2023)

Jacob Bowen-Glazeroff

Nikhil Pesaladinne (2023)

Alyson Granchi (2025)

Daniel Philipov (2023)

Deven Hagen (2025)

Keenan Powell (2023)

Jason Hao (2025)

Zacharia Shah (2022)

Kevin Shan (2023)

Rita Yu (2025)

Patrick Shi (2025)

Raymond Zeng (2023)

Rishika Singh (2025)

Ethan Zhang (2023)

Ajit Sivakumar

Laura Zhang (2024)

Nicholas Toskey (2025)

Yushu Zhang (2024)

Max Wang (2024)

Brian Zhou (2024)

David Wei (2024)

Alan Zhu (2025)

Anthony Xu (2025)

Isabella Zhu (2023)

Vivian Xue (2025)
Ryan Yi (2024)

Bronze ($50 - $99)
Aiden (2022)

David Li (2024)

Miriam Antony (2023)

Elaine Li (2022)

Dhruv Anurag (2024)

Michael Li (2023)

Zac Baker (2024)

Lucas Libelo (2025)

Audrey Czarnecki (2023)

Marina Lin (2025)

Aarav Bajaj (2022)

Taohan Lin (2024)

Liam Carey (2023)

Riti Liu (2023)

Penelope Clark (2025)

Anushka Jain (2024)

Alina Chen (2024)

Rohan Manroa

Amy Chen (2023)

Lucas Marschoun (2024)

Jenny Chen (2024)

Faraz Mirza (2023)

Cristian Clewis (2022)

Krish Nair (2025)

Samanvitha Dammalapati (2023)

Anurag Perakalapudi (2025)

Niels-Oliver Dechaine

Amish Polineni (2024)

Vivian and Lauren Denny (2025)

Angelina Richter (2024)

Akul Dixit (2025)

Jay Rachakonda (2023)

Kat Hartley (2023)

Alec Riso (2024)

Jennifer Hunsinger (2022)

Andrew Ryu (2023)

Vivian Feng (2023)

Sami Saleh (2025)

Jason D. Gross (2022)

Pratyush Saxena (2025)

Grace Guan (2023)

Saloni Shah (2023)

Rhea Goswami (2022)

Ishara Shannmugasundaram (2024)

Aranv Tamnash Gupta (2025)

Daniel Shi (2023)

Alan Jiang (2023)

Mahbub Siddiqui (2024)

Nikita khare (2023)

Austin J Song (2023)

Jaiden Khemani (2024)

Sol Song (2024)

Arhaan Keshwani (2025)

Vrishak Vemuri (2025)

Anant Khandelwal

Aakash Vittala (2023)

Edward Lee (2022)

Anna Vuong (2025)

Katherine Lin (2023)

Amy Wang (2023)

Claire Wang (2023)

Evan Zhang (2023)

Luke Wang

Helen Zhang (2024)

Kaiden Wu (2023)

Katherine Zhang (2024)

Zani Xu (2024)

Spencer Zhang (2023)

Holly Xue (2024)
Anthony Zerallos (2025)

TJ Academic Boosters
Membership Form 2022-2023
TJ Academic Boosters’ mission is to support TJ’s many outstanding academic
teams, including Rocketry Club, Biology Olympiad, Botball (Robotics), Certamen (Latin),
Chemistry Olympiad, Chess Team, Computer Teams, Debate Teams, Future Problem
Solvers, History Quiz Bowl, Japan Bowl, Math Team, Physics Team, Quiz Bowl,
Underwater ROV, Rubik’s Cube, Science Olympiad and more. We aim to cover tournament
entry fees, teacher travel costs, and other expenses as our funds permit.
We encourage every TJ family to support TJ’s academic teams by supporting
Academic Boosters.

Join now!

Academic Boosters Board 2021-22
Officers
President

Sanjita Sethi

Vice President

Estella Xi

Secretary

Natalie Coburn

Treasurer

Eric Huazhen Chen

Chairs
Communications

Cherry Caiyi Li

Merchandise

Monica Kumar

Cashier

Helen Wang

Webmaster

Qiang Zhang

Faculty Liaison

Christine Conklin

